REQUESTS FOR ADVISORY REVIEW: none

MINUTES AND CORRESPONDENCE request from the Wood-Pawcatuck Watershed Assoc.

OBSERVATIONS AND QUESTIONS regarding current environmental news

REPORTS

TREASURER

TOWN

- happy reflections on the Celebrate West Greenwich event

- An introductory talk by Jenny Paquet Town Planner on the ways the WG Conservation Commission may participate in the revision/updating of the town’s Comprehensive Plan

BIG RIVER AREA

STATE & REGIONAL

- a galvanizing letter sent by the RI Association of Conservation Commissions to all conservation commissioners across the state presenting a renewed vision of our mission, and three options for how we actually do our work

OTHER

MAIN BUSINESS

- Update on the time capsule project for next year’s 275th anniversary celebration of the Town of West Greenwich. Two aspects will be soliciting typical items from 2015 and a high school students essay contest on the long range shape and future of West Greenwich

Note: The Town of West Greenwich will provide interpreters for the hearing impaired at any meeting, provided a request is received three (3) business days prior to said meeting. An audiotape copy of the minutes will be provided if requested by a vision-impaired person at least forty-eight (48) hours in advance of the meeting